Fasteel Srl
Fasteel was founded in 2022 as Italian branch of Robert Grass GmbH & Co. KG, a metalworking company, who feels addicted to quality since 1921. Our target is to be the reference for special fasteners, turned or hot forged, for the automotive industry, crains, Earth moving machines, wind power, H2 plants/pipelines, Oil&Gas.

Location: Hagen, Bocholt, Milan, Istanbul

Fasteners: „Turned, milling & hot forged parts“
DIN – ISO Nuts
Special nuts acc. to customer drawing
M10 – M150
Screws, Axles, Shafts, Bushings/Spacers, Flanges, Washers, Fittings.
Stud bolts, Structural bolts, Pins

Diego Bettari
Tel.: +49 2331 306400
d.bettari@robert-grass.com

www.robert-grass.com